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Digging your fingers into dark, loamy soil. Planting a
seed. Watching it emerge as a tiny shoot and blossom
into a mature plant under your patient watering and
care. Few experiences connect us to the earth as richly
as gardening. Even those of us who lack a green thumb
appreciate the beauty of a garden and find our spirits
lifted by a trip to the Farmers Market.
Many biblical writers tapped into this human impulse
to cultivate life, using gardening as a metaphor for our
spiritual lives. It’s a picture that recurs throughout
the Text. From Isaiah’s prophecy comparing Israel
to a destroyed vineyard—to Jesus’ cursing of an
unproductive fig tree and Paul’s famous words about

the fruit of the Spirit—the image of planting and
reaping runs deeply throughout the Text.
There are times however, our modern understanding
of agriculture sometimes prevents us from enjoying
the richness of the Text’s gardening metaphors. So
in today’s teaching, you’ll learn about the ancient
gardening practices regarding grape vines with which
Jesus and his disciples would have been familiar.
As you look at the Text with the eyes of an ancient
audience, I hope you’ll discover fresh insights about
our heavenly Gardener and his desire for cultivating
fruit in your own life.
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The Text
Before you watch this session’s video together, read the following
passages: John 15:1-7 and Isaiah 5:1-7.

The Teaching
Now watch the video, “Lifted Up.” If time allows, we recommend
that your group review the vocabulary words and background
details below before continuing with the talking points.

Vocabulary
geōrgos
“tiller of soil, a husbandman, farmer”. See John 15:1: “I am the
true vine, and my Father is the gardener (geōrgos).”
gan
Hebrew word for “garden”. A gan is composed of at least three
plants: a fig tree, grape vines, and olive trees.
airo
“to lift up, take up, raise up”. See John 15:2a: “He cuts off (airo)
every branch of mine that doesn’t produce fruit . . .” (NIV)
kathairo
“cleanse, prune, clean unproductive wood”. See John 15:2b: “. . .
and he prunes (kathairo) the branches that do bear fruit so they
will produce even more.” (NIV)
midrash
interpretation of a biblical story
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Background Info
Unlike the neat, trellised, rows of climbing grape vines that we associate with vineyards in the West, an ancient gan
(“garden”) always included fig trees, grape vines, and olive trees. This trio of perennials could thrive together without
depleting the soil’s nutrient supply and a successful gardener could enjoy the variety of fruits they produced year after
year.
As depicted in the video, the grape vines in an ancient gan did not climb along trellises but were allowed to ramble along
the ground. Healthy, fruit-bearing branches were pruned (kathairo) as necessary to help them bear a better crop. Only
withered, dead branches would be cut off and tossed. And to prevent branches from setting their own roots apart from
the vine, gardeners would lift them up (airo) a few inches off the ground as you saw demonstrated in the video. This
practice was vitally necessary to good grape production, as vines that set their own roots would use up all their energy
to set roots rather than producing fruit. Also, vinedressers hold, the older the vine root, the better the fruit. Thus, a vine
setting its own roots would not only fail to produce fruit the initial year but would also bear inferior fruit in subsequent
seasons.
Such gardening practices would have been common knowledge to Jesus’ audience. And the ancient gan was a familiar
site to those who heard his teaching. Today, however, Israel’s agricultural landscape is dominated by large, cooperate
farms that use the practical, Westernized system of grape production. Modern Israeli vineyards feature grapes that are
grown on trellises and harvested by machine. Thus, the video for this lesson was filmed in Jordan, where family gans of
the ancient variety can still be found, offering us invaluable insight into the gardening metaphors contained within the
Text.
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THE TALKING POINTS
1

Have you ever invested yourself in the process of gardening; that is have you planted, watered,
nurtured, and harvested? ? If not, you should try it if possible! What does the image of God as
a gardener reveal to us about God? What does it show us about his relationship with us?

2

How does an understanding of the ancient vineyard practices described in the video inform your
reading of John 15?

3

Given where fruit appears, what does the vineyard image teach you about God’s partnership with
us in bearing fruit?

4

The gardener “prunes” a healthy branch so that it will bear more fruit. What’s the difference between
the processes of “pruning” (kathairo) “lifting up” (airo) that are both mentioned in verse 2? What
do these two processes look like when it comes to our spiritual lives? Have you ever experienced
such a pruning in your life? Have you ever been “lifted up” by God or others in your life? Have
you ever had to “lift up” someone else? Have you seen any fruit borne out of these experiences?

5

Wayward branches attempting to establish their own roots are “lifted up” so they will stay connected
to the older, superior root. Given what we know about ancient gardening practices, what do you
think Jesus means when he describes himself as “the true vine”? (Check out Deuteronomy 32:3233) In what areas do you think Christ followers are most tempted to “set their own roots” apart
from the True Vine today?

6

As a “geōrgos”, what fruit is God looking for? After you’ve discussed this check out Isaiah 5:7;
what kind of fruit is described in Isaiah’s vision?

7

What does “justice and righteousness” look like in our personal choices, in our relationships?
(spouse, children, co-workers, neighbors, etc.)

8

Read Galatians 5:22-6:2 and 6:7-10: How does the vineyard image of John 15 guide your
understanding of the gardening metaphors being used in these verses from Galatians?
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“See with your eyes, hear with your ears, and set your hearts on
everything I am going to show you, for that is why you have been brought
here. Then tell the house of Israel everything you see.”
Ezekiel 40:4

The Task
So what kind of branch are you right now? Are you bearing rich clusters of justice and right
relationships? Are you attached to the vine, but with some unproductive habits that need
pruning? Or have you been tempted to set roots apart from God, and you need some “lifting
up”? Perhaps you find your spiritual life to be a combination of all the above. You are bearing
some fruit, yet you know your harvest would be richer if those spiritual distractions could be
pruned and your heart could be lifted away from the things that tempt you to fulfill yourself
rather than trust in God’s nourishment. Take a moment to discuss with each other where you
see yourself in this gardening analogy.
Now, brainstorm one concrete action you could take in the week ahead that would help your
branch bear richer fruit. Perhaps that weekly football game needs to be pruned in favor of
time with your spouse. Or maybe it’s time to recruit a prayer partner to help you fight the
temptation to overspend at the mall. Perhaps you have a friend who needs to be “lifted up”
with an invitation to coffee or a child who needs to be confronted about their poor decisions.
Whatever your action step, share your goal with at least one other person in our group. Then
pray to the Gardener of grace, and ask him to help you carry out your task—he’s eager to nurture
those vines that are seeking to grow and bear fruit.
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